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Spenserian satire examines the satirical poetry of Edmund Spenser and 
argues for his importance as a model and influence for younger poets 
writing satires in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 

The book focuses on reading satirical texts of the period in relation to one 
another, with specific attention to the role that Edmund Spenser plays 

in that literary subsystem, in order to address several distinct audiences. 
For Spenser scholars, who recognize Spenser’s supremacy in “serious 
poetry” of the period and have carefully studied his influence on epic, 

pastoral and lyric poetry, the analysis of Spenser’s reputation as a satirical 
poet will contribute to a fuller understanding of Spenser as “the poet’s 
poet.” For scholars of satire, the book offers a more detailed discussion 

and theorization of the type of satire that Spenser wrote, “indirect satire,” 
than has been provided elsewhere. Spenser’s satire does not fit well into 
the categories that have been used to taxonomize satirical writing from 

the classical era up to the eighteenth century, but including him with the 
complaint tradition is also imprecise. A theory of indirect satire benefits 

not just Spenser studies, but satire studies as well.

For scholars of English Renaissance satire in particular, who have tended 
to focus on the formal verse satires of the 1590s to the exclusion of more 
indirect forms such as Spenser’s, this book is a corrective, an invitation to 
recognize the influence of a style of satire that has received little attention.

Rachel E. Hile is Associate Professor of English at Indiana University-Purdue 
University Fort Wayne
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The Manchester Spenser is a monograph and text series devoted to historical and textual 
approaches to Edmund Spenser – to his life, times, places, works and  contemporaries.

A growing body of work in Spenser and Renaissance studies, fresh with confidence 
and curiosity and based on solid historical research, is being written in response to a 

general sense that our ability to interpret texts is becoming limited without the  excavation 
of further knowledge. So the importance of research in nearby disciplines is quickly 
being recognised, and interest renewed: history, archaeology, religious or theological 

history, book history, translation, lexicography, commentary and glossary – these require 
 treatment for and by students of Spenser.

The Manchester Spenser, to feed, foster and build on these refreshed attitudes, aims to 
publish reference tools, critical, historical, biographical and archaeological monographs on 
or related to Spenser, from several disciplines, and to publish editions of primary sources 

and classroom texts of a more wide-ranging scope.

The Manchester Spenser consists of work with stamina, high standards of 
 scholarship and research, adroit handling of evidence, rigour of argument, exposition 

and   documentation.

The series will encourage and assist research into, and develop the readership of, one 
of the richest and most complex writers of the early modern period.

General Editor J.B. Lethbridge
Assistant General Editor Joshua Reid

Editorial Board Helen Cooper, Thomas Herron,
James C. Nohrnberg & Brian Vickers
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